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I AUTHORIZE niE USE/DISCLOSURE OF HEALTH INFOR1vfAIION ABOUt ME
AS DESCRIBED BELOW.
Patient Name; _~~

~~~_~~_

Patient's Date of Birth: _~~

__

~~_

Patient's SSN: _.~

~ __

A. Persones) or Organizationïs)

authorized to provide the information:

fl.

Persones) or Organízationts)

authorized to re~eive this information:

c,

Specific description of the information that may be used or disclosed (including date(s)]:

D. Specific description of how the information will be used:

. 1) I understand that this authorization will expire on
2) I understand that I may revoke this authorization (except to the extend that action was
already taken in reliance on this signed authorization) at any time by notifying
Orthopaedic Specialists of Maryíand, P.A. in writing.
.
3) I understand that I can refuse to sign this authorization and that my refusal will not affect
my ability to obtain treatment, payment or my eligibility for benefits (if applicable.)
4) l may inspect or' copy any information used or disclosed under this agreement.
S) I understand that if the person or organization that receives the information described
above may be re-dísclosed and would no longer be protected by these regulations,
6) I understand that the covered entity may not condition, services on whether I (the patient)
sign this authorization,

Patient's Signature or Patient's Representative

Printed Name of Patient's

.

Representative

Date

Relationship

to Patient

l'iU¡'.I!J ..

You have the right to know specifically what information you are authorizing for release (e.g.•
"results of a lab test performed on
•. Or. if your entire medical record is included, "all
health information.")
You have the right to know the name(s) Of other identification of the personís) Of organizationís)
authorized to release the information [e.g., the names of your health care provider(s)].
YQu have the right to know who is going to use it and what it is going to be used for, (e.g., John
Smith, PhDlResearch)
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This fonn does not constitute legal advice and covers only federal, not stilte, laws.

